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Introduction

l What is Dense-Captioning Events in Videos?
l Input: a video.

l Output: multiple captions for clips in a video.

An elderly man is playing the piano in front of a crowd.

A woman walks to the piano and briefly talks to the the elderly man.

Another man starts dancing to the music, gathering attention 
from the crowd.

Eventually the elderly man finishes playing and hugs the 
woman, and the crowd applaud.
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Motivation

l Why Dense-Captioning Events in Videos:
l Dense caption events requires models to understand details (e.g., scenes, action, and characters…etc).

An elderly man is playing the piano in front of a crowd.

playing the piano (in action recognition) 
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Motivation

l Limitation of traditional works on Dense-Captioning Events in Videos:
l RNN-based methods only works well on short clips.

l Long video inputs will lead vanishing gradients.

Venugopalan, Subhashini, et al. "Sequence to sequence-video to text.“ In ICCV 2015.
Venugopalan, Subhashini, et al. "Translating videos to natural language using deep recurrent neural networks.“ In NAACL 2015.
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Motivation

l Leverage the action proposal module to detect events in a long video.
l Alleviate gradient vanish issue in a clip.
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Related works

l DAPs: Deep Action Proposals for Action Understanding
l Input: a video.

l Output: temporal boundary and action events.
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Related works

l DAPs: Deep Action Proposals for Action Understanding
l CNN+LSTM module: predict K proposals with confidences.

l is L2 loss to penalizes matched segments that are distant from action annotations.

l d aims to optimize confidence value of matched proposal should be higher than others. 
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Proposed Method

l Framework overview:
l Output/Ground truth: sentence si={ tstart, tend , {vj}}.

l Proposal module: find temporal proposals of interest in a video.

l Each proposal consists of an unique start and end time and a hidden representation.

l Captioning module: describe the predicted proposals (e.g., higher than threshold) with captions.
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Proposed Method

l Captioning module: given a predicted clips, generate captions for each clip.
l Context module exploits neighboring events information since most events in a video are correlated. 

At time i, average hidden states before and after i respectively

wj is the relevant score between event i and j:

mapping hi

cosine similarity
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Proposed Method

l Captioning module: given a predicted clips, generate captions for each clip.
l Context module exploits neighboring events information since most events in a video are correlated. 

At time i, average hidden states before and after i respectively

wj is the relevant score between event i and j:

mapping hi

cosine similarity

simple concatenate 
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Proposed Method

l Training loss function:
l Caption loss (      ): cross-entropy loss across all words in every sentence. 

l Note that only accurate predicted proposals (e.g., high IoU between GT) can pass language model. 

l Proposal loss ( ): a weighted cross-entropy loss between predicted confidences for varying proposal length.

l Weighted cross-entropy loss can alleviate the impact from low-confident proposals.
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Experiment

l ActivityNet Captions Dataset:
l ActivityNet Captions contains 20k videos taken from ActivityNet, which contains long videos.

l Each video is annotated with a series of temporally localized descriptions.
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Experiment

l Evaluation:
l Dense-captioning events.

l Event localization.

l Video and paragraph retrieval.
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Experiment

l Dense-captioning events:
l Metrics: Bleu, METEOR and CIDEr.

l Baseline:

l LSTM-YT pools together video features to describe videos.

l S2VT encodes a video using a RNN.

l H-RNN: two-level RNN. One aims to predict sentence. The other one aims to generate hidden state for next sentence generation. 

same  model
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Experiment

l Dense-captioning events:
l Metrics: Bleu, METEOR and CIDEr.

l Baseline:

l LSTM-YT pools together video features to describe videos.

l S2VT encodes a video using a RNN.

l H-RNN: two-level RNN. One aims to predict sentence. The other one aims to generate hidden state for next sentence generation. 

mean pooling

Online can only take previous hidden state
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Experiment

l Ablation study: sentence order
l Understand the improvement from past and future context. 

l The results are only for the first three sentences.
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Experiment

l Qualitative result on Dense-captioning events:

Full model can find that the vegetables are later 
mixed in the bow.

Full model may fail to distinguish events in a high 
overlap video.
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Experiment

l Event localization: 
l How well models can predict the temporal location of events

l Test with strides of 1, 2, 4 and 8. Each stride can be computed in parallel.

When there a few proposals, the model with stride 1 performs better than any of the multi-stride versions.
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Experiment

l Video and paragraph retrieval:
l Given a set of sentences which describe different parts of a video, retrieval corresponding video, and vice versa.

l Note that the proposed model is accessible to GT proposals and use captioning module to encode representations. 
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Conclusion

l This paper incorporate event proposal module to find proposals of interest that can 
generate more detail captions.

l Context module somehow learns long-term information.

l Proposed ActivityNet Caption is a good benchmark including clip description for a long 
video.  
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Discussion

l Can attention pooling for hidden states learn long-term information?

l How do these two modules benefit each one?


